LUGGAGE CART TO HOLD BANKERS BOXES

I need to lug several bankers boxes from a distant parking lot to the
courthouse for an upcoming trial. What should I buy to transport these
boxes?

I have one similar to this one: http://tinyurl.com/o44e3y8
It does a good job.
Scott I. Barer, California

I have one that looks like that one as well. The brand is Magna Cart, but I think many have the same cart
branded. Says it will hold ~150#s
I bought mine recently at Costco. I think it was about $20.00. Amazon, and other places have them.
I had one from Staples that was just a tube design and it does not carry much weight at all.
Phil A. Taylor, Massachusetts

I think I have the same one. It's not great for large boxes. Check the size
of the "platform" part before you buy. Also, the bungee that comes with it
is too small to really wrap around anything. For bankers' boxes, you'll
need a more substantial cart.

Miriam N. Jacobson, Pennsylvania

For numerous banker boxes, I would use a full-fledged dolly. An example is:
http://www.samsclub.com/sams/super-brute-900-lb-convertible-dual-purpose-hand-truckblue/prod4400110.ip?navAction=

Darrell G. Stewart, Texas

It may look like overkill, but I agree. The last thing you want is those
boxes falling off the cart and having to chase flying papers, repack them
and wrestle them back onto a flimsy cart!

Miriam N. Jacobson

The magma cart that I have is very sturdy. What size bankers boxes? I moved a large one with two
smaller ones on top around without and issues.
Check them out at the stores and hardware stores have them too and they fold well for storage.
It has a large base that fits the boxes well. Does not have a bungee
Cord, but easy enough to get. It hold 150#s, so I think it an take a little
More but do You really want to move much more than that around.

Regards,
Phil A. Taylor

I happened to be on the Staples website and came across this:
http://www.staples.com/Stalwart-Up-to-80-lbs-Capacity-Folding-Rolling-Utility-CartBlack/product_234938
.
Lisa Solomon, New York

I just have my legal sherpa that deals with this sort of thing.

John Davidson, Pennsylvania

